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Abstract

Abstract

A biological neural network (for example the human brain) can very quickly and accurately process
information. It is able to recognize pattems and to identify incomplete patterns, even if they are incomplete
and buried in noise, or even when certain neurons have failed. Because of these facts, it is very desireable to
have an electronic circuit that can do the same. The two most important units of a neural network are the
synapse and the neuron. This work deals with the electronic imitation of these two units.

The synapse imitation is done by a four-quadrant multiplier, with an input coosisting of a pulse with
variabIe duration and a weighting factor between -1 and +1. The synapse has a low power dissipation
(l3.2JlW), excellent linearity in the case of output voltage versus input pulse width and less linearity in the
case of output voltage versus weight. Also, it is small in circuit size, and has a large weight input range
(2V).

The neuron imitation is done by an integrator/sample & hold part (relatively low power dissipation of
42JlW, ability to adjust the circuit to the amount of connected synapses by changing the integrator
capacitor), an inverse sigmoid part to realise a saturation in the neuron's response (shape can be adjusted),
and a comparator part to generate an output pulse with a duration dependent on the comparison between the
sample & hold circuit and the inverse sigmoid circuit (offset voltage S; O.4mV, propagation delay time S
15.6ns with a IOpF load capacitance and S; 18.708 with a 20pF load capacitance).

The complete circuit realises a saturation in the neuron's response: a sigmoid relation between the output
pulse width and the inputs (input pulse width and weight) of the circuit (synapse unit).
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Introduction

Introduction

The human brain processes information very quick1y and very accurate1y. It is able to recognize patterns
and to identify incomplete patterns, even when certain neurons have failed. For example, when we speak
with a person in a crowded and noisy room, we are able to filter out bis or hers voice. This ability of the
brain to recognize information, literally buried in noise, and retrieve it correctly is one of the amazing
processes that we wish could he duplicated by a machine.

Over the past few decades, a serious attempt bas been made to design electronic circuits that closely
resembIe biological neural networks. 11lere is some difference between a biological neural network and an
artificial neural network. The first one is the way a signal passes through the network. In the biological
neural network this is done by chemical processes and in an artificial neural network by electronic
processes. Another difference is the speed of processing. In het human brain, the neurons are
communicating with frequencies in the order of 100Hz. In the artificial neural network we will be using
frequencies in the order of lMHz, so the speed in the neural networks to build is much higher than in an
biological neural network.

There are two main approaches 10 build an artificial neural network; the first one is a digital approach with
high accuracy, medium speed and very flexible, and the second one is an analog approach with medium
accuracy, high speed and rigid. One can also combine these two approaches to use the best properties of
both.

The two most important units of a neural network (for example the human brain) are the synapse and the
neuron. Consequently, to build a device that resembIe a biological neural network, the first step is to design
a synapse and a neuron. This work deals with the electronic imitation of these two units. The synapse
imitation will he done by a four-quadrant mulitplier. The input of the multiplier consists of a pulse with
variabIe duration and a weight value. Dependent on the weight value, the multiplier will supply a current to,
or withdraw a current from, the neuron unit. The input of the neuron coosists of one or more synapses. The
neuron converts the current into a voltage, which will he compared with a non-linear signal voltage (an
inverse sigmoid signaI). The output of the neuron consists of a pulse with a duration dependent on the above
mentioned comparison. This output can now be connected to another neuron. In this way, a large artificial
neural network can he build.
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1. Biological background of neural networks

1. Biological background of neural networks

Because this work deals witb tbe synapse and neuron of an artifical neural network, it is desireable to know
how tbes units work in a biological neural network. Tberefore, tbe working of tbese units win he explaned.
The works of [5] and [16] have contributed to this chapter, and one can find more details in tbere.

1.1. The neuron

1.1.1. Description of the neuron

Tbe human brain is tbe example of a nervous system. One of its most important units is tbe neuron. Tbe
neuron receives and combines signals from otber neurons, and transports it further to other neurons. At this
way, a signal travels through tbe nervous systems. In figure 1-1, a represemation of a neuron is given. The
signals are received in tbe dendrites, which are grouped imo dentritic trees. At this way a very large total
surface area wi11 he accomplished. Tbe soma is tbe main body of tbe neuron, and tbe dendritic trees are
conntected witb it. The interior of tbe soma is filled witb intracellular fluid. The outber boundary of the
soma is called the membrane. Outside tbe membrane is tbe extracellular fluid.

The signals travels further through tbe neuron along it's transmission line, tbe axon. It consists of a rowof
Schwann-cells, and hetween tbese cells are nodes, known as nodes of Ranvier. The Schwann-cells are
covered witb an insulating material called myelin. Tbe membran capacitance is then reduced and this will
cause an increase in tbe signal propagation speed. This increase in speed is approximately 20 times faster
tban in a transmission line witbout myelin. Tbe axon ends in axonic endings, which are connected witb
dendrites of otber neurons.

axonic
endings

synapse
------... ----/V-

Schw ann-cell
node of
Ranvier

axon
_----------A'-----------__

'\

nucleusdendritic

soma

Figure 1·1 Representation of a neuron.

1.1.2. Working of a neuron

Every nerve cell bas a threshold voltage, which must he overcome to start a nerve impulse. This impulse
starts at the axon hillcock (origin of the axon). When tbe threshold voltage has been exceed (depolarization),
the voltage difference across tbe axon's membrane is locally lowered. As a result of this voltage difference
reduction, channels in tbe membrane ahead will open and sodium (Na) ions flows into tbe axon. This will
cause a reduction of tbe voltage difference across this membrane region, and more sodium channels in tbe

2



1. Biological background of neural networks

membrane (a little further away) will open, and the proces starts all over again. So, when a nerve cell is
triggered to start an impulse, it becomes self-stimulated and the puls continues until it reaches the axonic
endings. After the depolarization, the sodium channels in the membrane will close in a few milliseconds.
lbis closing is known as sodium inactivation A pump mechanism restores the balance of the ion
concentration of the membrane. Obviously, this balancing begins at the origin of the axon, because the
depolarization has started there flrst

The action potential is repeated at fixed intervals. The myelin in the axon is interrupted every few
milimeters, forming gaps. These gaps (nodes of Ranvier) will cause a repeating or regeneration of the
signa!. So the signal is periodically restored, and it's possible to carry up signals to 1 min length.

At the end of the axon (synapse) the signals will he decoded by means of tempora! summation and spatial
summation (flgure 1-2). In temporal summation, the voltage polential of an impulse is added 10 previous
impulse voltage potentiaIs. So the total sum depends on the amount of impulses and their amplitude. In
spatial summation, the summation consists of integration of excitations or inhibitions by all neurons at the
target neuron The summations of voltage potentials from temporal and spatial (spatiotemporal) summation
will cause a potential charge, and this charge is encoded as a nerve impulse, transmitted 10 other cells. The
synapse of a neuron integrates the received impulses further over a short time as the charge is stored in the
een membrane. So, the membrane acts flrst as a capacitor, and when the chemical processes take place, it
acts like a messanger. At the soma, all integrated signals are combined When this combined signa! exceeds
the threshold voltage of the neuron, it will start a flring process; a signa! is produced and transmitted along
the axon to it's axonic endings.

train of
impulses

sum

Temporal summation t

A f----...J....--....l.-------------
B

A+B

---+Spatiotemporal summation
t

Figure 1-2 Tempora! and spatiotemporal summation
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1. Biological background of neural networks

1.2. The synapse

1.2.1. Description of the synapse

The connection (or junction) between the axonic endings of a neuron and the dendrite's of other neurons is
called a synapse. On the left (figure 1-3) there is the tenninal of an axonic ending, or presynaptic terminal.
On the right, ODe can see the receptor part of another neuron, or postsynaptic terminal. Between the
presynaptic and postsynaptic terminals lies the synaptic cleft (approximately 200 om thin). Within the
presynaptic tenninal there are an amoont of extremely small bladders, called the vesicles. These vesicles
store chemical neurotransmitters, which are procluced by mitochondria. The fact that a signal, to travel from
the presynaptic tenninal to the postsynaptic tenninal, bas 10 cross this cleft, implies that immediate
electrical stimuli-transmission isn't possible. This crossing is dOlle through a chemical diffusion proces. The
cleft is filled with extracellular material. One of the containing ions within this material is calcium (Ca),
which is very important for transmitting signals between neurons.

cleft

vesicle

•
•

•

i
neurotransmitter

dendrite

membrane

Figure 1-3 Synapse in detail.

The synapse is not only transmitting signals between neurons, but also can change its synaptic efficiency.
This synaptic efficiency is a result of synaptic activity, strength and puIse frequency. Thus, action potentials
not only encode information, but they can also alter network parameters over time.

1.2.2. Working of a synapse; excitatoire

The stimulitransmission in the synapse is as follows: along the length of the axon of the presynaptic neuron
arrives an action potential at the presynaptic terminal. Voltage-activated calcium channels in the membrane
are opened by this electrical impulse, and calcium ions pour into the presynaptic terminal. Then the vesicles
close to the presynaptic membrane are attracted by the calcium ioos, and aid the fusion of the vesicles to the
membrane. The vesicles then burst and the neurotransmitter inside the vesicles is released and diffuses
through the presynaptic membrane and the cleft till the postsynaptic membrane, which is impenetrabIe for
this neurotransmitter. This process is called exocytosis. This diffusion bas a time span of approximately 0.5
msec. Once the ions accomplisch their job, they are neutralized by an as yet indeterminate mechanisme, so
that the ion concentration in the presynaptic terminal returns to nonnal. The vesicles are quickly refilled
with a new neurotransmitter (they contain about 10,000 molecules of the same neurotransmitter).

4



1. Biological background ofneural networks

The neurotransmitter act upon the postsynaptic membrane and causes a permeability increase of all ions.
The membrane can not longer separate the charges, so the potential difference accross the membrane is
lowered; the membrane potential (em) is more positive than the resting potential. The value e",=O will never
he reached because in the cleft there is an enzym that quickly will break down the neurotransmitter. By this,
the permeability of the membrane will return to it's former value and the voltage difference accross the
membrane will he restored. So, an action-potential in the presynaptic neuron will cause a small and short
depolarization wave in the postsynaptic neuron, and will he transported as an subliminal stimuli. Such a
wave is called an excitatory postsynaptic potential (E.P.S.P.). Figure 1-4 shows this wave. This type of
synapse is called an excitatoire synapse.

4ms

-90mV .....L..~~.

11+-·---.....~.II..·----------~~I
1-1.5 ms

5-lOmV-·························· .....

Figure 1-4 Excitatory postsynaptic potential wave.

1.2.3. Working of a synapse; inhibitoire

Besides the excitatoire synapse there is the inhibitoire synapse. They look the same but the difference
hetween them lies in the working. The neurotransmitter in the vesicles and transmitted at the arrival of an
action potential is a different one than that of the excitatoire synapse. This neurotransmitter only increases
the permeability of the potassium (K) and chloride (Cl) ions. As a result of this, the potential of the inner
cell becomse more negative in accordance with the extracellulare fluid; the potential accross the membrane
will rise (hyperpolarisation). The neurontransmitter will he neutrolized and the ion concentration in the
presynaptic terminal returns to nonnal. An action potential in the presynaptic neuron will cause a small and
short hyperpolarisation wave in the postsynaptic neuron. Figure 1-5 shows this wave. Such a
hyperpolarisation wave is called inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP).

~I
3ms1.5-2 ms

.............................................................

~ ~I·

-5mmV

-90mV

Figure 1-5 Inhibitory postsynaptic potential wave.
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1. Biological background of neural networks

1.2.4. Some properties of synapses

The E.P.S.P. 's and the LP.S.P. 's are allowed to he summated; the local membrane potential equals the
resting resting potential plus the summation of the E.P.S.P. 's and the lP.S.P. 's. The resting polential is
about -7OmV and the threshold potential-55mV. AD action potential wil! start when at a certain moment in
a certain membrane region, the following occurs:

2,E.P.S.P. + 2,lP.S.P. ~ 15mV (1.1)

For example:
1) 4 E.P.S.P.'s of 5mV, 2 lP.S.P.'s of -2mV, then (1.1) becomes : 4(5mV) + 2(-2mV) = 16mV ~

15mV, so there will he an action potential; en. = (-7OmV) + 16mV = -54mV
2) one E.P.S.P. of 8mV, tai! of a former E.P.S.P. of 2mV and one lP.S.P. of -3mV, then (1.1) becomes:

8mV + 2mV - 3mV = 7mV ~ 15mV, so no action potential will start; em = -7OmV + 7 mV = --63mV.

There are some properties of synapses. They are:
1) The synapse has an oneway traffic, only from presynaptic axon to a postsynaptic soma or den

drietes;
2) If an amount of action potentials arrive at a synapse, then it is not certain that the synapse react with an

analog row ofimpulses. The original decharge frequency can change in a positive or negative way at
the synapse;

3) In one single nerve cell, aU synaptic endings are inhibitoire or all excitatoire. This is not the case with
the dendrites (input paths);

4) When a signal appears at a synapse, a charge is generated at the postsynaptic site. The strength of this
incoming signal wil! cause a certain magnitude of the charge. Also, the strength is weighted by a factor
associated with its input. The potassium ion flow is responsibie for keeping the charge of a cell
membrane weU below the threshold potential. So, ü the potassium ion flow is reduced, the weighting
factors of electrical signals wil! change. This change of weight can last for many days, but is not
constant over a longer time.

6



2. Signal processing in the artificial neural network

2. Signal processing in the artificial neural network

In this chapter an overview is presented how signals are processed in the artificial neural networlc.. After an
introduction, the complete neural networlc. will be discussed, followed by the different stages of the network.

2.1. Introduction

1bis work deals with the implementation of the synapse and neuron of an artificial neural network. In figure
2-1, a model is presented of a neuron with N synapses. This model is earlier discussed in [3] and [11]. A
neuron can he connected with a different amount of synapses. Every synapse performs a weighting (Wij),

which can have a positive or a negative value (excitation and inhibition). The input of a synapse is presented
by Xij• The weights are adjustable and their final value is obtained by training. The weights of each synapse
is multiplied with the incomming signals and the neuron adds up these multiplications (S0. These
summation becomes now:

n
Si = L WijXij

j=1

(2.1)

After the summation, the resulting voltage is compared with a nonlinearity function. This nonlinearity
function is to ensure, that the neuron's response is bounded. The nonlinearity function is not necessarilya
close replica of the biological one; often it is merely used for mathematica! convenience [5].

synapse
Input Xl

Input X2---.I

Input Xn

neuron
..................................................................................

output

Figure 2-1 Model of a neuron with N synapses.

In the neural network, a pulse stream modulation (CPWM) is used. TIris modulation has several advantages
above other modulation [15]. One of them is that the design of CPWM systems is less complicated to build.

7



2. Signa1 processing in the artificial neura1 network

Also the noise sensitivity is much Iower that that of analog systems. Furthermore, CPWM presents the
Iowest computation energy and response time. In the next paragraph this modulation technique will he
discussed.

2.2. Pulse stream approach

Pulse stream modulations are based on 'quasi-periodic' binary waveforms. In other modulations, the
information is usually contained in the amplitude of a waveform. In poIse stream modulatioos, the
information is contained in the timing. This is the reason why these modulations are used to encode analog
values, using binary signals. AD overview of several pulse stream modulatioos is already presented by
others ([3], [15], [11]). In this work only one type of puIse stream modulation, Coherent Pulse Width
Modulation (CPWM), will he discussed.

CPWM is a modulation technique where the information is encoded in the width of a pulse. All these pulses
have a known phase relationship with each other. The whole system (artificial neural network) bas an
additional reference doek (CCK) that keep these pulses in phase ( figure 2-2) . The pulses (Xlj...XNj) have a
constant frequency fo= 1/f0, while their width is proportional to the activation value:

(
1+a' )

Ti = Tmax T (2.2)

Activation values 00 are normalized so that <X;. E [-1...+1], while Tmax < TO, If an activation value <Xï =0, then
the width of the pulse hecomes T_J2.

eeK T o Tm ..

I
. :

active1 id le~

! I
~ ~
: :

~ ~

Figure 2·2 Timing diagram of CPWM modulation.
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2. Signa) processing in the artificial neum) network

From figure 2-2, one can see tbat tbe reference doek defines two phases: an aetive phase (Ti S TmaJ and an
idle phase. Only oorlog tbe active phase, CPWM signals are allowed to be '1', and OOring the idle phase
they must be '0'. This is because during the idle phase, the whole artificial neural network is been reset.
Furthermore, it is often convenient to avoid having Ti =0 and Ti =Tmax, since these conditions can increase
the influence of charge injection effects and sa decreasing the overall accuracy of the system. 1be pulses are
centered within tbe active phase. For example, if an aetive phase is between Ons and 800ns, and the width of
a pulse is 300ns, then the pulse begins at 250ns and ends at 55Ons.

Ta improve tbe speed of the artificial neural network, a frequency fo = lMhz will be used (in farmer
implementations these frequencies where about 100kHz). Also, the active phase of the doek reference has a
time span of 800ns; this leaves 200ns for the idle phase. These times are chosen, so that the artificial neural
network. has enough time for a reset.

Due to their digital nature and coherence, the CPWM signals can be multiplied more easily tban analog
signals. Furthermore, CPWM incorporates the main benefit of synchronous digital circuits; in each cyde,
new information can be transmitted or proeessed. Anotber benefit witb respect to synchronous circuits is the
reduction of crosstalk noise towards the analog parts. This is done by the spreading of ground and power
supply current spikes, caused by state switching. Also, CPWM is not affected by any frequency error, nor
any phase uncertainty (provided that phase errors stay small enough, sa that they do not exceed tbe active
phase).

2.3. Signa) processing in the synapse

The input of tbe synapse (figure 2-3) coosists of a pulse witb a duration between a minimum of Ons and a
maximum of 800ns, and a weighting factor Wij between -1 and +1. There is also a reference doek input,
which controls tbe active or idle phase. The output of the synapse delivers a current to, or withdraws a
current from, a neuron. Thus, the synapse is actually a converter; it converts a puls duration into a current.
Because the synapse is only active in the active phase of the reference doek, tbe power dissipation will be
reduced (about 20 %). In chapter 3, the synapse will be discussed in detail.

weight
value

CPWM
input signal

1
synapse

Figure 2·3 Model of a synapse.

output
current

2.4. Signa) processing in the neuron

The input of the neuron consists of one or more synapses. The neuron adds/withdraws the currents by
means of integration. Here, a current is converted into a voltage. This voltage, then will be compared with a
non-linear function to ensure a boundary of tbe neuron's response. The output of the neuron consists of a
pulse with a duration dependant on the comparison witb the nonlinearity function. 1be duration of this pulse
is between Ons and 8000s. In chapter 4, tbe neuron unit will be discussed in detail.

9



3. The synanse unit

3. The synapse unit
This chapter deals with the synapse unit in detail. The basic synapse unit which is used 10 develop the final
synapse unit, is earlier discussed in [15].

3.1. Introduction

In figure 3-1, a model of the synapse is presentecl.

Weight
value

CPWM input
signal

1
Synapse 1--_.... Output

current

Figure 3·1 Model of a synapse

The input of the synapse consists of a CPWM signal, which is actually the output of a neuron. Together
with this signal, a weighting factor is added to the synapse. The output of the synapse consists of a current.
The relation-ship between the output of the synapse and its two inputs is as follows: the CPWM input signa!
detennines a period of time in which the synapse is active (see next paragraph), and the weigthing factor
detennines the direction of the output current (positive or negative) and the magnitude of this current. To
obtain a multiplicative relationship between those two inputs, the output current is used to charge or
discharge a capacitor. This capacitor is part of the neuron unit and wi11 be discussed in the next chapter.
Because of the multiplicative relationship between the two inputs, we can treat the synapse unit as a CPWM
multiplier, and in this case, as a four-quadrant CPWM multiplier (see next paragraph).

A very important issue to take in consideration in designing a synapse unit, is its power dissipation. The
complete neural network contains Gust as in a biological network) a large amount of synapses. So these
synapses take a significant part in the total power dissipation. Thus, to realise an overall power dissipation
reduction, one can reduce the power dissipation of the synapse unit. Another important aspect is the
linearity of the synapse (multiplier) in the relationship between the output current and the input puise width.
This linearity has its origin in the linearity of the transfer characteristic with respect to the input continuous
signal, if this signal is only used for switching (pDM, PPM and PFM techniques).

3.2. Four-quadrant multiplier

The basic four-quadrant multiplier design which was used as a starting point, is shown in figure 3-2. It
consists of a voltage-to-current converter (VeC) , corresponding with the transistors MI to M4, four
switches (M7-MlO) which switch the weight voltage (Vin-Vref), a switch M6 to switch the power supp1y of
the VCC, and a current mirror M5a-M5. The supply voltage Vdd is 5.0V, and the used process is the
MIETEC 2.4 pm N-well CMOS process. The weight is presented by the voltage difference Vin - Vree. In this
case Vref = 1.1V and Vin shifts between 0.1V and 2.1V, so the weight can vary between -1 and +1. The four
switches M7-MlO (see figure 3-3) are controlled by the input pulse Xi (a pulse with a variabIe duration).
From this point on, the index i, in combination with Xi and T;, stands for a certain input signal respectively
input pulse width of a synapse. We can distinguish two states of the input pulse; a high and a low state.
When the input pulse is high (Xi =5V) then M8 and M9 are conducting, and M7 and MlO are off. Vree is
transferred to VI and Vin to V2• Ifthe input puise is Iow (Xi =DY) then M7 and MlO are conducting and M8
and M9 are off. Vree is now transfered to V2 and Vin to VI. Dependent on the input puise Xi, the voltage Vree

10



3. The synapse unit

.-------t---vdd

M5a
24/4.8

M5
24/4.8

eCK

M7
2.4/2.4

M8
2.4/2.4

MI
4.8/18

M3
4.8/24

M6
2.4/l.4

M2
4.8/18

M4
4.8/24

M9
2.4/2.4

MlO
2.4/2.4 ~x,

L...- ~~--_VroC

Figure 3-2 Four-quadrant multiplier

or Vin is offered to Vlor V2, so the weight voltage Vin - Vref is switched between the inputs of the vee by
the epWM input signa! Xi. In the active phase of the synapse (Xi is high), the input of the vee is V1- V2 =
Vref - Vin, and in the non-active phase (Xi is low) VI - V2 = Vin - Vref. In figure 3-4 a timing diagram is given
of the synapse. In this timing diagram, an input pulse of 600ns is taken and Vin = 0.6V. The weight is
therefore 0.5.

.------......----- Vin

M9

L...- ....... V ref

Figure 3-3 Switch controle
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3. The synaDse unit

When the power supply is switehed to the vee (eeK is high), and the synapse receives an input poIse,
then the voltage difference Vd of the vee in the aetive phase of the synapse, is Vd = Vrer - Vin, whieh results
in a positive eurrent Iout In the non-aetive phase of the synapse, the voltage difference Vd =Vin - Vref, and
this results in a negative output current. The vee has no power supply when eeK is low, and therefore no
eurrent ean flow through the vee and there is no output eurrent. It is c1ear that, when the synapse receives
an input poIse with a duration of Tm.J2, that the period of time in whieh the output eurrent is positive (Xi
high), equa1s the period of time in whieh the output eUITent is negative (Xi low), and therefore this input
poIse represents a zero input va1ue.

t
To

1
eeK

L
UXi

v-tdVI LVlD •

:~tJ IVz

o.S -

VI-Vz

-O.S -I---:

eVd
I.,UI

-eVd
~ ~ t ~Ti

Figure 3·4 Tuning diagram ofthe synapse; Vin = O.6V, Vrer =1.lV

The vee is aetually a differentia1 amplifier (see figure 3-5). The transistors MI to M4 operate in their
saturation region. The following (sirnplified) relation exists between the eUITent through the transistor and
its gate-source voltage Vgs [1]:

Idi f3' ( + VTi )2= --t -Vgsi

Id' f3' ( _ VTi)2= --t VgSi1

PMOS

NMOS

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

12



with:

3. The synapse unit

Al' C Wi - k' WiI-' = J.li ox - - I -
Li Li

(3.2)

The index i stands for a certain transistor Mi. The voltage difference between the inputs ofthe VCC is :

Furthermore:

10 = I bias = 11 + 12

M3

121M2 p------ V 2

M4

(3.3)

(3.4)

Fig 3-5 Voltage to Current Converter (VCC)

Because transistors MI and M2 are identical (size and type), one can write:

131 = 132 = 13 and (3.5)

With this and with (3.1 a), (3.3) can be rewriten in:

llilli
Vd = VI - V2 = ~213 - ~2~ (3.6)

13



3. The synaDse uoit

Together with (3.4), one cao write for the currents through MI and M2:

11 =~- ~ ~VJ ~2v~
(3.7a)

2 2 10 415

12 =~ + ~
~2V~

(3.7b)
2 2 41 2

0

Now, the output current can be written as a function ofthe voltage difference Vd:

(3.8)

It is clear, that there is a linear relationship hetween the output current and the voltage difference, ü the next
requirement is met:

(3.9)

If so, then the output current (3.8) becomes:

(3.10)

Thus, linearity can he accomplished for a wide range of Vd (and, naturally, a wide range of the weighting
factor), for a large current 10 and/or large lenghts of the transistors MI and M2).

The current 10 is detennined by the current mirror created by the transistors M5 and M5a, and the bias
current lbias, which is externally defined. This is done to minimize the susceptibility of the circuit to
parameter variations.

The switch M6 is added to the circuit to give the neuron (see next chapter) the opportunity to discharge the
integration capacitor (in the idle phase). Furthermore the switch M6 will accomplish a power dissipation
reduction. Because the total neural network works with an idle and active phase (see chapter 2), it's not
necessary to let the synapse in action in the idle phase. So the synapse is shut down in the idle phase, done
by M6. The output current loul will he integrated over a capacitor Cint in the neuron unit. To obtain a
simulation of the synapse unit, this part of the neuron will he connected to the synapse unit, and then used
for simulations. Between the synapse and the neuron, a switch is connected which is off during the idle
phase, but this will also he discussed in the next chapter. The model of an integrator in figure 3-6 can he
used for calculation purpose. The voltage of Vplus, which is used in the simulations, is 2V.
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3. The synaose unit

C int

•
lou t,8yn8 pao

V plus

V out

Figure 3-6 Model of an integrator

Por the two inputs of the amplifier, one can write:

Purthennore, the following equation can he written for the integrator:

(3.11)

Vplus - Vout
1 t

= 0
t
J'outdt + VCint (t =0)

m 0
(3.12)

Because the capacitor Cint will he discharged every period in the idle phase, so the voltage over the capacitor
will he zero each time at the heginning of aperiod. (3.12) hecomes now:

1 t
Vout = Vplus - -.-JIoutdt

Cmt o
(3.13)

To determine the time dependence of the integration, it must detennined when there is an output current Iout•

Therefore a closer look is been taken at the timing diagram of the four-quadrant multiplier. In figure 3-7, the
timing is given in the case of Vrel>Vin and with an input pulse width>4OOns. This is done to match the sign
ofthe output current with (3.13). Later on, this will he furtherexplained.

I I

Tmax' -Ti

2

To

I
Tmax

2

I l!
Tmax'+Tl

2 ~

~

Figure 3-7 Timing diagram of the synapse in detail
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3. The synaDse unit

From this figure, and together with (3.13), the multiplicative relationship hetween the output voltage Vwr.
and the two inputs of the synapse (Ti and the weight wJ can he derived. If (3.10) is used for Iwr., it can he
detennined that

{

Vref - Vin
Vd = VI - V2 =

Vin - Vref

Xi high

Xi low

(3.14)

Which means that Iwr. bas a positive sign, when Xi is high (Vd = Vrel - VuJ and a negative sign when Xi is
low (Vd = Vin - Vrel). Iwr. can now he written as:

- Vd~J3IO o < Tmax -Ti_ t <
2

Iout(t) = +Vd~J3IO
Tmax -Ti s; < Tmax +1i (3.15)t _

2 2

- Vd~J3IO
Tmax +1i < t S; Tmax2

Now (3.13) can he rewritten as:

To
Voot (To) = Vplus - _1_ JIootdt =

Cim 0
Yplus - Y~ (ZIj - Tom)

mt
(3.16)

Voltage difference Vd can he rewritten in such a manner that it is a function of the maximum voltage
difference (V1 - Vvand a factor Wi, wich detennines the magnitude of VI-V2:

(3.17a)

with (3.17b)

So actually the voltage Vin is now replaced by a factor Wi (see formula 3.17). Also Ti can he rewritten in
such a manner, that Ti is a function of Tmax and a factor Ot (see formula (2.2». If formula (2.2) is used 10
rewrite Ti, and (3.17) to rewrite Vd, then the output voltage has a multiplicative relationship with the two
inputs of the synapse :

(3.18a)
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3. The synaDse unit

with and -1 ~ ai S+1 (3. 18b)

lbis relationship is also alinear one, so linearity is maintained. We can now explain why the synapse is also
called a four-quadrant multiplier. In figure 3-8, a diagram is given with four quadrants. In each quadrant,
the requirement is given for the input values of the synapse.

+1

11) Voul > Vplu. I) Voul < V plu.

-1 +1

111) Voul < V plu. IV) V oul > Vplus

-1

Figure 3-8 The four quadrants of the synapse

For example, if the weight Wi < 0 (then Vd < 0) and Ot> 0 (input pulse width > 400ns), then the output
voltage VOUI > Vplus, and this is in quadrant 11.

Now the working of the synapse is explained, its simulation results can he described. In figure 3-9, the setup
for the simulation is given. A sample & hold circuit is connected to the integrator, because the output
voltage must he held for further processing of the input signals (this will he further explained in chapter 4).
The switch, integrator and the sample & hold circuit are a part of the neuron unit and are here only used for
simulation purposes; they will he discussed in more detail in the next chapter. In figure 3-10 the simulation
results are shown; in figure 3-10a the simulation of the output voltage versus the weight (with several input
pulse widths), and in figure 3-lOb the simulation of the output voltage versus the input pulse width (for
several weight values) are depicted.

................

Output
voltage

.............................................................................................................................................

eight 1 Part of the neuron unit
.......................................................................................................................

alue
. .

Synapse J Switch I Integrator Sample & r---+
PWMInput =1 I Hold

ignal -t
lourl

W
v

s
c

Figure 3-9 Simulation setup for the synapse
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3. The synapse unit

The simulation of the synapse unit shows formidable linearity and furthennore, the output voltage is equal
to the Vplus voltage (2V) at two occasions: when there is an input pulse width of 400ns (figure 3-lOb), and
when there is a weight value ofOV (figure 3-10a).

The power dissipation is not dependent on the CPWM input signal, but is constant during the active phase.
In the id1e phase, the synapse is shut down and therefore the power dissipation in the id1e phase is zero. In
the active phase the power dissipation is P =Ibiaa·Vdd =(l0llA)SV =SOpW. The average power dissipation
(or tota! power dissipation) is then Ptet = (0.2)01lW + (0.8)SOllW = 4011W. These results are already
discussed in [IS].

:l.5 3.5

:s :s

2.5 2.5

t t
'lI 'lI

i 2 ~ 2
ia a

1.5 1.5

·1

a.5 L...L...__---'-__....I...-__....L..-__L.....J

-0.5 a a.5
Woight willige

a) Output voltage versus weight value b) Output voltage versus input pulse width

Figure 3-10 CPWM characteristics of the synapse unit for the 2.4Jll11 process

The forementioned simulation results were obtained for the 'old'. process (MIETEC 2.4Jll11 NWELL, Wmin =
~=2.4Jll11, Vdd = SV). The purpose of the work described in this thesis however, was a circuit design in
the 'new' process ( cOSmd and cOSma, Wmin =0.8J.L1ll, Lmïn =0.5Jll11 and Vdd =3.3V). As a fust attempt,
direct rescaling of all transistors sizes by a factor of 0.8/2.4 was tried. Furthennore, to accomplish a power
dissipation reduction, the bias current of the multiplier was reduced from lOJ.lA to SJ.1A However, the new
circuit does not meet the requirement of linearity in simulations, and the current mirror (M3 and M4) has a
small error. Therefore, some adaptions were made. The fust one is improve the current mirror (M3 and
M4). The slight error in the current mirroring is a result of the output-resistance effect [1]. The higher the
va!ue of the output resistance, the lower the error will beo So the output resistance needs to he increased.
This is done by replacing the current mirrorin a Wilson currentmirror [1] (see figure 3-11).

The Wilson current mirror uses the principle that an output resistance can he increased through the use of
negative, current feedback [2].

The second improvement was an optimization of all individua! transistor sizes, in such a way that the result
of the simulations were satisfactory. The fina! circuit, with the dimensions of the transistors, is shown in
figure 3-11. Vre! has a voltage of 1.2V and Vin is variabie between 0.2V and 2.2V, so the weight va1ue can
again vary hetween -1 and +I V.The simulations are shown in figure 3-12. In figure 3-12a the simulation of
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3. The synapse unit

the output voltage versus the weight (for several input pulse widths), and in figure 3-12b the simulation of
the output voltage versus the input pulse width (for several weight va1ues) are depicted.

Vdd

Ibi•• 1
eeK --1 M65J.LA

0.8/0.5

Vin

--1
110

~Xi Xi

Vi V2

--1 M8

~Xi MlO Xi0.8/0.5 0.8/

M3
1/2

V ref

Figure 3-11 New four-quadrant multiplierlsynapse unit

In the 'new' process design, it can he seen that the linearity between the output voltage Y001 and the
(variabie) input pulse width of the synapse unit is excellent (almost perfect). The linearity in the case of
variabie weight is less excellent (even compared with the 'old' process simulation results), but this is not so
important, because this means OOy that the weight value is slight different than it would he in a perfect
linear multiplier, but it has no effect on the total network behaviour. This non-linearity is due to the fact that
in the case of a large weight (large Yd), the specification, fonned by fonnula (3.9), not is met, and therefore
fonnula (3.8) must be used in stead of fonnula (3.10). Furthennore, the weight range is maintained while
the supply voltage is reduced from 5Y to 3.3Y. The power dissipation of the final circuit is considerabie
lower then the power consuption of the 'old' version. The total power dissipation is oow PI« = O.2·0~W +
O.8·Ibios·Ydd = O.8·5J.LA·3.3Y = 13.2~W. This means a reduction by 67%. Also, the new circuit is much
smaller than the old circuit, in spite of the addition of one transistor in the Wilson current mirror, and it
remains its simplicity.
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a) Output voltage versus weight value

3. The synapse unit

3

1

2.5~

I
2~

I
1.51

I

.:[--'-::00---:2':'-00-"'-30":-0---:'0""'0--::,500,,---,60::::0,.---:7OQ::----:::aoo
pulse Wldhl (mi)

b) Output voltage versus input pulse width

Figure 3·12 CPWM characteristics of the final synapse unit
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4. Tbe neuron unit

4. The neuron unit

This chapter deals with the neuron unit. One can distinguish four different parts of the neuron unit: an
integrator, a sample & hold circuit, a non-linear circuit and a comparator. These four parts wi11 be
discussed in detail in this chapter.

4.1. Introduction

A model of the neuron unit is given in figure 4-1. In chapter 3, it was shown that the output current of a
synapse is converted into a voltage. This was done by an integrator and a sample & hold circuit. However,
chapter 3 dealt with a situation with only one synapse connected to the neuron (the integrator part). If more
synapses are connected to the neuron, then the output voltage of the integrator will exceed certain
bounderies of operation (maximum and minimum output voltage) when the capacitor Cint is not adjusted to
the amount of synapses. So scaling of this capacitor is absolutely necessary.

Input

Non-linear circuit -

~
~

Sanq>le

/
Integrator & Comparator '----

hold

Figure 4-1 Modelofthe neuron unit

Output puIse

The non-lïnear circuit is embedded into the neuron unit to sirnulate a cenain saturation of the neuron's
respons. The comparator wi11 compare the output voltage of the sample & hold circuit with the output
voltage of the non-linear circuit. The output of the neuron unit wi11 be a puIse with a duration dependent on
that comparison. So the width of the output pulse is dependent on the output voltage of the sample & hold
circuit.

4.2. The integrator/sample & hold circuit

A model of the integrator and the sample & hold circuit is given in figure 4-2, together with switches to
ensure appropriate behaviour of the circuit. To explain the working of the switches, the timing of the
integrator/sample & hold circuit wi11 be described in more detail. In figure 4-3 the timing is given of the
switches, together with the system c10ek CCK. In the active phase ofthe synapse (or synapses), switch SI is
c10sed (Voonnect is High) and switches S2 and S3 are open (VdisdIarge and Vho\d are Low). The current Iin

charges capacitor Cinl• At the end of the active phase, SI is opened (VCIlIII1ClCt is Low) and the voltage across
the capacitor represents now the sum of weighted inputs.
In the idle phase, the output voltage of the integrator is stored by the sample & hold circuit by c10sing S3
(Vhold is High). Before discharging the capacitor Cinto S3 is being opened to keep VS8tH unaffected by the
discharging of Cint• After S3 is opened, Cint can be discharged by closing S2 (Vdi8dw:ge is High). Before the
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4. The neuron unit

active phase begins again, 82 has to be opened again. Then the integrator/sample & hold circuit is ready for
the next period To.

V diachar

S2

V connecl

....----------------1SI

V p1ua

V ho1d

S3~VS"H

T C
ho1d

Figure 4-2 Model of the integrator/sample & hold circuit

lt can be seen that the output pulse of the neuron unit lags actually one period bebind the rea1-time period of
the input. The circuit of the integrator/sample & hold, is given in figure 4-4. This circuit was designed in the
'old' process (see chapter 3).

Idle

eeK

V cannecl

Vhald

V discharge

h . Act;ve phase , phase

~ [ - I
. .h :

U I [

lJ-------t---------:---~'____+__

I ~-l--:-~--t--------'m-
Figure 4·3 Timing diagram of the integrator/sample & hold switches
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4. The neuron unit

VSAH

Cba14

O.3pF

VbokI

Vdd

VlUo

3.6V

Ca
2.5pF

V.....-

Figure 4-4 Design circuit of the integrator/sample & hold at starting point

Transistor M8 represents switch S3. and is on when Vho1d is high. When Vho1d is low. transistor M8 is off.
and the voltage over Chold is held. Transistor M9 represents switch S2, and when Vdisc:Iwp is high. the
transistor is on, and the capacitor Cint will he discharged, so the voltage across Cim is zero. When Vdisc:Iwp is
low and Va>tIlIeCl. is high. then a current charges the capacitor Cim. Transistor MlO represents switch SI.
which connects the synapse(s) with the neuron unit.

Cmil represents the Miller capacitor. which is needed to avoid oscillations in the circuit. These oscillations
are a side-effect when using the operational amplifier with a feedback.
The current through the differential amplifier is approximately 4.5~ and through the output stage
approximately 12J.LA. The simulation of this circuit is already described in the former chapter, and the
results were satisfactory.

To redesigl'l the integrator/sample & hold circuit for the new process, the fust step is (just as it was with the
synapse) to rescale the transistors. The result is that all transistor are a factor 3 smaller than hefore. For
example. transistor MI is now 6/1.6. Also take notice of the fact that k (see formula 3.2) of the NMOS
transistor is not the same as the kof the PMOS transistor. For both transistors the values are:

kp = 4.3710-5 F / Vs

(4.1)

k n = 17.35 10-5 F / Vs

It can he seen that kn is approximately four times larger than kp. For example. if the same current must
flow through a NMOS and a PMOS transistor with having the same node voltages. then (WIL) of the
PMOS transistor must he four times larger than the (WIL) of the NMOS transistor. In the output stage of
the operational amplifier. the (WIL) of transistor M6 is four times larger than the (WIL) of transistor M7.
for symmetry purposes only.
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4. The neuron unit

The seconds step is to replace the current source MS, together with a bias voltage, into a current source MS,
with a current mirror MSa. The use of the currem minor is to ensure that the same current flows through
the circuit as it is specified by the bias current, in spite of parameter variation The bias current is set to

4.5JlA. Because the current law,.ynis different with respect to the old process circuit, the integrator capacitor
Cim must also he adjusted
The results of the simuladon of the imegrator/sample & hold circuit were not satisfactory. The output
voltage will nOl reach the desired maximum output voltage of 3V. TIris is due to the fact that the saturation
voltage of transistor M6 is larger than the maximum available voltage of 3.3V-3.0V=O.3V. So, to maintain
an output voltage swing oom a maximum of 3V to a minimum of 1V (with centre VpIua = 2V), is to replace
the p-channel input operational amplifier by a n-channel input operational amplifier. The PMOS transitors
will he replaced by NMOS transistors and vica versa (oot the switches). To do so, care must he taken that
the (WIL) of a NMOS transistor is four times larger if the transistor is replaced by a PMOS transistor, and
the (WIL) of a PMOS transistor is four times smaller if it is replaced by a NMOS transistor. To minimize
the Miller capacitor Cmü and the current through the output stage, a final adjustment bas been made in the
sizing of M6 and M7. Furthermore, switches M8 and M9 are replaced by a PMOS transistor for better
results in switching. The voltage Vhold and Vdisdtarge are to he reversed as a result of the transistor
replacement. The final timing diagram and circuitry are given in figure 4-5 and 4-6. Fram this diagram, it is
clear that CCK and VeauteCt can he connected 10 each other, so no new input signa! is needed.

Idle

CCK

V QOMcct

V ho1d

V discharge

H . Active phose . phose .

Li r l' 't· . . .· . . ... . . .· . . .

Df----------!-I-_I t

e...,..---~!lIL· .· .· .· .
70ns

Figure 4-5 Fmal timing diagram of the integrator/sample & hold circuit
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.---_---'M9
5/0.5

Cm.
1.8pF Veld

Choid

0.3pF

+-----------'MS
2/0.5

Cuw
0.2pF

M2~1.5/1.6 V.
pi..

2V

Figure 4-6 Fmal circuit of the integrator/sample & hold

The current through the input stage of the final circuit is 4.5J.1A, and the current through the output stage is
approximately 8.2J.1A. The total power dissipation of the integrator/sample & hold circuit is therefore
approximately 42J.LW (in the first design 83J.LW). Also the integrator capacitor Cint and the Miller capacitor
Cmil are smaller, so less area is needed. The simulation of this circuit, together with the synapse, was already
described in chapter 3 and the results came up 10 the expectations.

When more synapses are connected 10 the neuron unit, it is necessary to adapt the integration capacitor to
the amount of synapses. In earlier works, the re1ation between the amount of synapses and the size of the
integration has been established [3]. Let the initial capacitor of the integrator (in the case of one synapse) be
Cinit • then the relation between the amount of synapses (N) and the integration capacitor is:

(4.2)

In this case, the value of Cinit = 1.8pF (see figure 4-6). For minimal use of area space. the integration
capacitor win be realised as several capacitors in parallel. Every capacitor bas a switch to control the
connection of the capacitor in the parallel network. The values of the capacitors are re1ated in a 1:2:4:8 row.
To determine the value of the capacitor needed, it is necessary 10 introduce a function CETI..(x). This
function (ceiling) rounds x up to the nearest higher integer value. If the fraction of the square root of N is
larger than zero, then the function CEIT..("i'N) converts "i'N up to the nearest higher integer value. For
example, ifN=5 then CETI..("i'N) = 3 and ifN=9 then CETI..("i'N) = 3.
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4. The neuron unit

With the use of this function, the capacitor, which is needed when more synapses are used, can he
detennined in the following way:

eint = einiteEn{.JN) (4.3)

Because the capacitors are related in a 1:2:4:8 row (binairy with 2°:21:22:23
), Cint can he realised by

switching the capacitors in the parallel network. For example, if N=7 then Cmt = 5.4pF and this is a
combination of 1.8pF parallel 10 3.6pF. In figure 4-7 the parallel network. ofthis example is given

Fig 4-7 Parallel network with N=7

In the case of 7 synapses connected to the neuron unit, only two capacitors are needed to adjust the
integrator capacitor. In this way, a flexibel neuron can he realised when it is not certain how many synapses
are connected to it.

4.3. The nonlinear function

The output voltage of the neuron/sample & hold circuit will he compared with a non-linear function. This
non-linear function is to ensure that the neuron's response is bounded; there is a eertain saturation of the
neuron's respons. A sigmoide function is such a non-linear function which has been used in [3] and [11].
The mathematica! expression for a sigmoid function is:

S(x) - So
- -T(x - a)

1 + e
(4.4)

with 'T' representing a temperature factor (steepness) and 'a' representing an offset. In figure 4-8, the shape
of a sigmoid function is given. In [3], it is proposed to use the inverse of the sigmoid as a non-linear
function. Let the inverse sigmoid function S(xf1 he a voltage dependent on time, then a sigmoid mapping
hetween the output voltage of the integrator/sample & hold circuit, and the output putse duration can he
obtained. In figure 4-9, the shape of the inverse sigmoid function is given, together with the maximum
(Vmax) and minimum (VnmJ output voltage of the integrator/sample & hold circuit. Because of parameter
variations, it is important that the shape of the inverse sigmoid can he changed (for example height, time
span). The inverse sigmoid circuit is a part of the neuron unit, but it is enough to irnplement it only onee for
the whole neural network and connect the output line with other neuron units (the timing of all neuron units
will he the same). This win not only save area, but power dissipation as well. But connecting the inverse
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4. The neuron unit

circuit with other neuron units will cause a larger load capacity. This must he taken in account in designing
the inverse sigmoid circuit.

5 0•••••••••••••••••••,~••_--

S(x)

o a • x

Fig 4-8 Shape of a sigmoid function

If the output voltage of the integrator/sample & hold circuit approaches the maximum (or minimum)
voltage, then the output pulse duration stays almost the same, so a saturation relation exists between the
output poise duration and the voltage.

v_... . _ _ ..
;
;
i

I
v__ ---.---1------- -----------------+--------_._---------------_._------

~I I t
Idle Active phase, Tmax
phase

Fig 4-9 Non-linear function; the inverse sigmoid

4.3.1. Inverse sigmoid circuit; first approach

An inverse sigmoid signal can he obtained with the use of an operational amplifier. This principle is given in
figure 4-10. A circuit S, which realizes a sigmoid characteristic, is placed between the output V001., and the
inverting input (V.J of the amplifier. A triangular signal is supplied to the non-inverting input of the
amplifier (V+). In this figure, also the input and the output of the sigmoid circuit is given
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V oUI,Ii.

v

V OUl

V+
Vi.

Fig 4-10 Principle of an inverse sigmoid circuit

Suppose the relation between the input and the output of the sigmoid function is as follows:

Vout,sig = SVin,sig (4.5a)

[

Vout,sig = V_

and with

Vin,sig = Vout

(4.5b)

Then the relation (provided that the opamp is ideal) between the input and output of figure 4-10 is:

(4.6)

The output signal of the opamp of figure 4-10 has the characteristic of figure 4-9.
The realisation of the sigmoid circuit is already descrihed in [3] and [11]. A simplified version of that
sigmoid circuit is given in figure 4-11 .

.-------------+--- Ydd

M5a
10/2.5

Vi.,aiJ -4
0.6V /'... /'...
OV ,/ "'V "

Y biu

~

hf-- v ..,
I' 2V

't------.. V.D1,JiJ

Fig 4-11 Simplified version of the sigmoid circuit
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4. The neuron unit

The principle of the sigmoid circuit is based on the shape of the currents through the differential input stage
(see figure 4-12).

VUt --1 Mi

lu 1
--_·=··:.:.:·····..···..···1···············:;;···::.0·---

o

Fig 4-12 The differential input stage

The characteristic 11,2 = f(VJCf - Vm) is a sigmoid-like characteristic, and if these currents flow through
resistors, then the voltage across these resistors also has a sigmoid shape. A resistor can he made of a
CMOS transistor, operating in its linear region. In order to have a wide range of the output voltage with
transistors M3 and M4 operating in their linear region, it is necessary to have a high Vbiu voltage. This
higher voltage will lead to a lower resistance value of the transistors and therefore a higher current 1 (and
through that a higher lbias) is needed. Por maintaining the sigmoid width, it is also necessary to increase the
widths of the differential input stage transistors. Another way to realize a larger resistor value is to increase
the lengths of transistors M3 and M4, but this williead to a higher drain-source voltage. This higher drain
source voltage causes transistors M3 and M4 operating earlier in their saturation region. The output
characteristic of the sigmoid circuit, after proper tuning, is given in figure 4-13.

(V)

V oUI.sig

1150 .OH ~ : : :.... . =

I
- . . . -

q 0 0 . 0H ~ :............ . :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . : -§
3 5 0 . 0M ê- ; :. ............ . : ~

300. OM g,- ; : ; ~- . . . ~

2 5 0 . 0H ~ : :. .. . : -=
200 - OM f ·· ..· ·i· ·..· ·· ..·:· ..·.. ········ .. ····· j· .. ·.. ·.. · ·······1
IS 0 _OM t ~ : ; ~

100. OM ~ :.•.......•............. -j- j ~

50. OM =- : : : -=
~ '. -

o 1~_-0--+-.........'""..4··~···II_·5·0'····,·········1···2·i:·o·······,·... ,.... t···2l: srt····,····.,.····,··..,j
99B.250H 3.0

V in (V)
Fig 4-13 Output characteristic of the sigmoid circuit of

figure 4-11
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4. The neuron unit

The output characteristic of the inverse sigmoid circuit of figure 4-10 with an ideal opamp (with maximum
output of 3.3V and minimum output of OV), and with the sigmoid circuit of figure 4-11, is given in figure 4
14. The non-inverting input ofthe opamp is also given in this figure (triangular shape). The characteristic of
figure 4-14 resembles the characteristic of figure 4-9. The width of the inverse sigmoid shape can be varied
by changing the magnitude of the input voltage. This effect is given in figure 4-15a. In this way, the width
of the inverse sigmoid characteristic can he set to 800ns (Tnwr.; the maximum time difference between the
points where the charaeteristic crosses the 3V line). To control the signal width at the 2V line, the voltage of
Vref can he changed. This is shown in figure 4-15b.
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Fig 4-14 Output characteristic of the inverse sigmoid of figure 4-10
with the use ofan ideal opamp

The ideal opamp must he replaced by a designed opamp. Two important parameters to take into account in
designing an opamp, are the gain bandwidth frequency and the open loop gain (Ao). To obtain these two
parameters, a bode diagram has been made of the sigmoid circuit (set at a de value where the sigmoid shape
bas the largest slope). This bode diagram is given in figure 4-16. The transfer function of figure 4-10 bas
been made to examine (in-)stability of the inverse sigmoid circuit. The transfer function is:

. A(jw)
H(Jw) =

1 + A(jw)S(jw)
(4.7)
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4. Tbe neuron unit

The circuit is stabIe when IA(jw)S(jw) I curve crossesthe 0dB point, hefore Arg[-A(jw)S(jw)] reaches 0
degrees. The S(jw) curve is already determined (figure 4-16), so if the l/A(jw) curve, with a slope of
20dB/dec, is drawn in the same figure (interseetion with the S(O) - 3dB point ofthe S(jw) curve), the cut-off
frequency fe of the opamp can he detennined, dependent on the gain ~ of the opamp. The gainbandwidth
(GB) ofthe opamp is now:

GB = AOfc (4.8)

Usually the magnitude of the gainbandwidth is in the order of several MHz.
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Fig 4-15 Possible adjustments of the inverse sigmoid shape of figure 4-14
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4. The neuron unit
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Fig 4-16 Bode diagram ofthe sigmoid circuit

The cut-off frequency of the sigmoid is fes = 90MHz. The desired gainbandwidth (GB) of the opamp is
approximate1y 150MHz (Aa = 60dB, fCA =150kHz), which is much Iarger than several MHz and in practice
hard to realize. Therefore, the 1/A curve in figure 4-16 wi1l he moved 10 the Ieft until the 1/A(jw) curve
crosses the 0dB point, with a frequency fCA and gain ~ in such a way that the gainbandwidth is lMHz. 50
the gainbandwidth is set to GB = lMHz, the ampIification is chosen ~ =20dB and the cut-off frequency
fCA = 100kHz. In figure 4-17, a replacement of the ideal opamp is given to simulate the gain and the fust
order mie-off frequency of the oparnp to design.

S

V Ollt

Fig 4-17 Replacement of the ideal oparnp of figure 4-10
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4. The neuron unit

The RC value detennines the fust order role-off frequency of the opamp, and Al the gain Rs =1.6MQ and
Cs = 1pF to obtain the fust order role-off frequency. In figure 4-18 the simulation of the circuit of figure 4
17 is given The shape of the inverse sigmoid does not resembie the desired shape. A change of the gain win
not improve the shape and a satisfactory improvement of the shape through increasing the gainbandwidth
does not occur until the gainbandwidth reaches an unrealisable large value. It appeared to he unfeasible to
combine the desired speed of the total circuit, with an acceptible and realisable gainbandwidth product of
the opamp. Therefore a new approach must he made.

r-------, : : : :
3.20 ;- ~ ~ : ~ ._ . . . . _

: r~':ir.·••••••••·.·.+·.· ••••••••••• r.·.t·....ruj
- . . . . -- . . . . -2.20 t" ; ; ; : '1
~ . " ~- . . . . -2.0=-······ .. ·· .. ·· .. ··:·· .. ·· : : : -:

1.80 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

I 60 i:.. ~ ~ : i j
. t I I I i I I I i I i I I I i I ii

I.OU l.20U l.QOU l.SOU l.80U 2.0U
997.50N 2.0025U

t (s)

Fig 4-18 Inverse sigmoid shape ofthe circuit offigure 4-17

4.3.2. Inverse sigmoid circuit; the second approach

The principal idea for the final inverse sigmoid circuit, lies in the drain current versus the drain-source
voltage of a CMOS transistor. In figure 4-l9a this characteristic of a NMOS transistor is given, for only
one gate-source voltage to show that the shape resembles one half of the sigmoid shape.

o---===--------.:;0

Id r

V ds

OL- ==:::;-__
o

a) NMOS b) PMOS

Fig 4-19 Characteristics of a CMOS transistor

To realise a complete sigmoid shape, the other half can he made with the aid of a PMOS transistor. The
characteristic of a PMOS transistor is given in figure 4-19b. The complete sigmoid function can now he
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4. The neuron unit

made by connecting the NMOS transistor to the PMOS transistor. In figure 4-20, the circuit is given, which
creates a sigmoid current shape (see also figure 4-21).

lin

.--------..---- Vcul,Sig

M2
7/1

Vdd --1
Vree
1.65V

Fig 4-20 Sigmoid circuit

The gate of the PMOS transistor is connected to ground, and the gate of the NMOS transistor is connected
to the supply voltage of 3.3V. TIris is done to minimize the necessary number of input pins of the tetal
circuit. The voltage Vref is added to the circuit to establish a symmetrical shape around a reference voltage,
which is needed for appropriate working of the circuit. The sizes of the transistors where obtained by
optimisation of the sigmoid circuit.
If the current lin varies lineary from 0 to a positive current, then the drain-source voltage of transistor M2 is
small, and if we neglect M2, the output voltage equals Vree + VeIs,MI' If the current lin varies lineary from 0
to a negative current, then the drain-source voltage of transistor MI is small, and the output voltage (with
neglection of MI) equals now Vref - VeIs,M2' In figure 4-21, the current through the circuit as a function ofthe
output voltage VOIIl,sig is given.
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57Q.808M
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Fig 4-21 Sigmoid shape of the current through the sigmoid circuit; Vree = 1.65V
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4. The neuron unit

If the current is linearly varied in time, and the output voltage Vaut,sig is placed on the vertical axis, then an
inverse sigmoid shape can he established. The time then. is placed on the horizontal aXÎS. This is given in
figure 4-22; in figure 4-22a, the C'.1rrent lin is given and in figure 4-22b, the inverse sigmoid shape is given.
The current bas a triangular shape. Looking at figure 4-22b, it is clear that the sigmoid circuit of figure 4
20, is aetually an inverse sigmoid circuit
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b) Output voltage

Fig 4·22 Input current and output voltage of the (inverse) sigrnoid circuit

A requirement of the non-lïnear function circuit is, that the output voltage must vary between IV and 3V,
with a 2V centre. From figure 4-22, it is clear that the centre is approximately 1.65V (as expected, because
Vref is at 1.65V in the (inverse) sigmoid circuit). There are three possibilities to solve this problem: the first
one is to higher the reference voltage, but this williead to an asymmetrical shape of the inverse sigmoid, the
second one is to adjust the synapse unit and the neuron unit, but this requires redesigning of these circuits,
and the third possibility is to add a circuit which sets the centre to 2V. The third solution was chosen.
because the shape will be rnaintained and in the extra circuit, adjustments can he made to solve problems,
due to parameter variations. Furthennore, the circuit of figure 4-20 also needs a buffer circuit, and this can
be combined with this third solution.
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4. The neuron unit

The basic idea ofthe third solution is given in figure 4-23.

Inverse
sigmoid
circuit

V rer

V OlIl

Fig 4-23 Adjusttnent circuit for the inverse sigmoid circuit

The inverse sigmoid circuit will not he affected by the opamp hecause of it's high input impedance. So the
shape of the inverse sigmoid characteristic will he maintained.
The output voltage of the inverse sigmoid circuit wi11 he amplified, and the output charaeteristic can he
verticaly shifted by changing Vrei. The relation hetween the output Vout and the inputs Vin and Vre! is:

Vout (4.7)

The simulation of the circuit of figure 4-23 is given in figure 4-24, with R1=IOOkQ, R2=40kQ and a Vrei

variation from O.3V to I.IV, with stepO.2V.
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Fig 4-24 Output characteristic of the simulation of the circuit in figure 4-21,
with Vre!changing from O.3V to I.IV with step O.2V

1.OU
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4. The neuron unit

These values are only taken to show the principle of the fonner circuit, with the exception of the re1ation
between RI and Rz: with Vin = 1.6V (centre of the output voltage of the inverse sigmoid circuit) set to a 2V
centre, and a variation possibility accomplished by Vrel, the relation between RI and Rzis Rz = OARI. The
reference voltage is then (see (4.7»: Vrd= O.6V.

It is also very interesting to know if the shape of the inverse sigmoid characteristic will be rnaintained by
parameter variation. One has the ability to check this by the use of two rnodels, a FAST- and a SLOW
model. These simulations are given in figure 4-25; in figure 4-25a the nonnal output characteristic, in
figure 4-25b the SLOW-model output characteristic, unadjusted and adjusted (doned line) by changing the
input current (l6,5J.1A set to 13.2J.1A and -13.9J.1A to -IIAJ,LA) and in figure 4-25c the FAST-rnodel output
characteristic, unadjusted and adjusted (dotted line) by changing the input current (l6.5J.1A set to 20.6J.1A
and -B.9J.1A to -I7.7J,LA). With the adjustment ofthe input current, the shape ofthe inverse sigmoid can be
maintained.

To translate the circuit of figure 4-23 into a circuit at CMOS level, the fonnulas for designing a two-stage
n-channel input operational amplifier discussed in [1], are used and afteIWards, the sizes of the transistors
are adjusted for better pennormances. After examining the output characteristic of a n-channel input opamp
in comparison with a p-channel input opamp, the last one was choosen because of its better perfonnance
(shape of the inverse sigmoid). For the translation of RI and Rz into CMOS transistors, care must be taken
with the current through these transistors. In order to maintain the shape of the inverse sigmoid
characteristic, the current through these transistors must be small enough to let the output current of the
opamp, charge (and discharge) a lood capacitance of 2pF (total capacitance of all connected neuron units to
the inverse sigmoid). Funhermore, a 'resistor' is added in series with the miller capacitor for stability
purposes CRm0. In figure 4-27, the final circuit of the inverse sigmoid is given.
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Fig 4-25 Output characteristic of the inverse sigmoid circuit by using a SLOW
and a FAST-model
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c) output characteristic FAST-model; input current unadjusted
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Fig 4·25 Output characteristic of the inverse sigmoid circuit by using a SLOW
and a FAST-model

Some specifications used in designing the oparnp. are :

Vdd= 3.3V
OB (gain bandwidth) = lMHz
Cload = 2pF
SR (slew rate) == 40 V/IJS
Vin: O.5V < Vin < 3V
V-.: O.5V < V_ < 3.3V
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4. The neuron unit

The total power dissipation of the inverse sigmoid circuit is Pdiss = (Ibiaa + IOUIpUl stase• opamp)Vdd =(20~ +
80~)3.3V = 330).1W. TIris seemes a large power dissipation. but this circuit will only he used onee, and is
connected to all neurons on the chip.

,....--------t------------....,.- Vdd

Vdd -1

V ·1......

v.f.o.·1

r....1
20J.I.A...

M9
1115

Vdd --1
"RIn

M8
4115

h

TVdd

MIl ---.l
0.8/4.8

Fig 4-26 Final circuit of the inverse sigmoid

The simulation of the circuit in figure 4-26 is given in figure 4-27, togetber witb tbe input current
characteristic (figure 4-27a)

From figure 4-27, it can be seen that the centre output voltage is approximately 2V (time axis : 300ns and
700ns), the time duration where the output voltage is lower than 3V (Tmax; sec also chapter 3) is
approximately 7900s and tbe time duration where tbe output voltage is lower than 1V (TnnJ is
approximately 200s. Furthermore, tbe minimum output voltage is at 510ns (ideal case: 500ns) and the time
duration of the first half of the inverse sigmoid characteristic is smaller (35508) than tbe right half (43108).
So there are a few 'minor' non-idealities due to parasitic effects. If necessary, tbese non idealities can he
solved by adjusting tbe timing of tbe input current. The output characteristic of the inverse sigmoid witb
adjustment of the input current is given in figure 4-28. In this figure, the timing is already adjusted to the
timing of the synapse (see figure 3-7) and Vree is set to O.57V, to make the duration, where the output
voltage is lower tban 2V, 400ns.
The other time durations (Tmax and Tmm) stay the same as hefore the input current adjustrnent. The time
duration of the left half equals approximately tbe right half of tbe output characteristic
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b) output characteristic

Fig 4-27 Output characteristic of the inverse sigmoid circuit given
in figure 4-24

The conclusion of the designed inverse sigmoid circuit is that it is a flexible circuit; the output characteristic
can be adjusted for use with several specifications.
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Fig 4-28 Output characteristic ofthe inverse sigmoid circuit with
input current adjustment

4.4. The comparator

The last part of the neuron unit (see figure 4-1) is the comparator. The purpose of the comparator is to
compare the output voltage of the sample & hold circuit with the output voltage of the non-linear circuit
(inverse sigmoid circuit). The output of the comparator consists of a pulse with a time duration dependent
on that comparison. The basic circuit of a comparator used, is an operational amplifier.

An output pulse must occur when the output voltage of the sample & hold circuit is higher than the output

voltage of the inverse sigmoid circuit. So V_ represents the output of the inverse sigmoid circuit and the V+
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4. The neuron unit

represents the output of the sample & hold circuit. There are two important specifications for the
comparator, the first one is the offset voltage, and the second one is speed; the comparator (the output of the
neuron unit) is connected to a large nurnber of synapses, and these synapses together win cause a lood
capacitance at the output. This lood capacitance will influence the reaction time (propagation delay) of the
comparator. These specifications are :

offset voltage Vos < ImV
propagation delay < 20ns , with a IOpF load

Another specification is that the output voltage is high and low enough for proper working of the connected
synapses.

In figure 4-29, the comparator circuit is given. The comparator is a n-channel input operational amplifier
because of its better performance Oow offset voltage, largest input swing) compared 10 a p-channel input
opamp. Furthermore, two inverters are connected to the opamp. This is to ensure maximum output voltage
swing, and an increase of speed. The input swing (highest and lowest input values of both inputs) is 2V
(between a minimum of IV and a maximum of 3V). From simulation results it can be concluded that the
offset voltage of the comparator is:

Vos S; OAmV for IV S; V S; 3V

In figure 4-30a, the propagation delay is shown of the comparator with a load capacitor of IOpF, and in
figure 4-30b, with a load capacitor of 2OpF.

.-----------l~------._-----.........-----__t_- Vdd

...--.......... v....

c~..L...

Fig 4-29 Comparator circuit
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4. The neuron unit

These propagation delay times can be split into a propagation delay time in the case the output voltage level
goes from a low (L) to a high (H) level, and in the case the output voltage level goes from H to L. These
maximum times are as follows: for a load of 1OpF, tp,LH ~ 6.5ns and tp;n.. ~ l5.6ns, and for a load of 2OpF,
tp,LH ~ 8.6ns and tp;n.. ~ l8.7ns.
The rise- and fall-time (times when the output voltage is 10% and 90% of the maximum output voltage) are
in the case of a 10pF load capacitance trise ~ 5.lns and tfall ~ 6.2ns, and in the case of a 20pF load
capacitance trise ~ 9.9ns and tfall ~ l2.3ns.
The minimum output voltage ofthe comparator is 44J.lV, the maximum output voltage is 3.3V.
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b) with a load capacitance of 20pF

Fig 4-30 Propagation delay characteristic of the comparator
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4. The neuron unit

The power dissipation of the comparator is, due to the two inverters, only high during the transition of the
output voltage from a low- to a high level, or from a high- to a low level, and the duration time of the
transition is dependent on the load capacitance.

It can he concluded that the comparator meets to the specifications (with no consideration of mismatch
effects), certainly in the case of the offset voltage.
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5. The complete circuit
In this chapter, alle the separate parts, discussed in chapters 3 and 4, will he connected together 10 form the
complete circuit of the neuron and the synapse. In figure 5.1, these different parts are given (symbolic, oot
the circuitry in detail).

Neuron unit

Inverse sigJTDid VCld.ÏIMÎI
Im

(figure 4-26)

'---t ~ V.
Synapse unit 1VJd;invsia................................................

(figure 4-30)
;----t

Multiplier
.1-

Integrata/
SllJ11)le & bJld

(figure 3-11) VS&H
(figure 4-6)

. .
y~ 1.............................................-....

VpIuoCu. ...................................................................................................................

Fig 5.1 Schematic of the complete neuron- and synapse unit

The input of the synapse consists of the CPWM input signal Xi. a voltage V in and a voltage Vree : the
difference of these two voltages represent the weight value. The output of the synapse is a current Iout, which
forms the input of the neuron unit. The integrator part of the neuron unit can be adjusted to the number of
connected synapses, by changing the capacitor value Cint• The output voltage VSltH of the sample & hold
circuit will be compared with the output voltage of the inverse sigmoid Vout,invsia' Dependent on this
comparison, an output pulse win be generated. The inverse sigmoid can be adjusted by changing Iin andIor
Vree,invsig. The comparator compares a linear (or almost linear) input signal with a non-linear input signal
(inverse sigmoid), so the output win be a pulse with a time duration which has a sigmoid relatioo with the
input signal Xi.
The simulation is dOlle in the case of one synapse connected to the neuron unit (Cnt = 1.8pF), and with an
inverse sigmoid shape of figure 4-28 (with an adjusted input current). Furthermore, the inverse sigmoid
circuit and the comparator are simulated with a load capacitance of 2pF and 20pF respectively. The
simulatiOll results are given in figure 5.2; figure 5.2a represents the output pulse duration (CPWM,out)
versus the weight value with several CPWM,in values, and figure 5.2b the output putse duration
(CPWM,out) versus the input pulse duration (CPWM,in) with several weight values. In figure 5.2a, these
CPWM,in values are respectively 20,50, 100,200,300,400,500,600, 700, 750 and 78Ons, and in figure
5.2b, the weight values are respectively -1, -0.8, -0.6, -004, -0.2, 0, 0.2, 004, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 V. From these
characteristics, it can he seen that they have a sigmoid shape; figure 5.2a even more than 5.2b because in
the case of CPWM,out versus the weight, the input of the comparator, coming from the sample & hold
circuit, is not alinear signal (see chapter 3.2 and figure 3-12a). So, the goal to accomplish a saturation in
the neuron's response has been reached.
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a) CPWM,out versus the weight b) CPWM, out versus CPWM,in

Fig 5-2 CPWM,out characteristic of the complete neuron and synapse unit

The maximum output pulse duration is approximately 78Ons, and the minimum output pulse duration is
approximately 2Ons.
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6. Conclusions and recommendations

The linearity of output voltage versus input pulse width of the synapse unit is excellent, and in the case of
output voltage versus weight less excellent, but this has no effect on the tota! network behaviour.
Furthennore, the synapse unit bas a low power dissipation (13.2).1W), is small in circuit size and bas a large
weight input range (2V).

The integrator/sample & hold part of the neuron unit converts linearly the input current in an output voltage
(centre at 2V with a 2V swing). It bas a relatively low power dissipation (42).1W), and it has the possibility
(in the fonn of the integrator capacitor) to adjust the circuit to the amount of connected synapses, so a
flexible neuron has been realised.

The shape of the inverse sigmoid of the non-linear part of the neuron unit can be maintained in the case of
parameter variation. Also, the timing can be cbanged by changing its input current and/or reference voltage.
The only drawback is its power dissipation of 330).1W, but the inverse sigmoid circuit will be implemented
once and can he uSed by several neuron units. In order to reduce the power dissipation of the inverse
sigmoid, it will be interesting to examine the possibility of level shifting of the cbaraeteristic of figure 4-22,
produced by figure 4-20. In the future, the input current of the inverse sigmoid circuit will he implementen
on the chip, so it is desireable to bave a current source, which generates a current in such a way, that the
inverse sigmoid shape will be maintained in the case of parameter variation.

The comparator part of the neuron unit, has a small offsett voltage CVos ~ DAmV) and a high speed
(propogation delay time ~ 15.608 with a IOpF lood capacitance, and ~ 18.708 with a 20pF lood
capacitance). This high speed might lead 10 a high power dissipation, but this bas been reduced 10

approximately 100).1W by the use of inverters in the comparator.

The complete circuit realises a boundery of the neuron's response and bas a maximum output pulse duration
of approximately 78Ons, and a minimum output pulse duration of approximately 2Ons.
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